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Abstract. C&C and deployment are base views for describing software architectures.
Both views typically exist of several models that highlight particular aspects of the soft-
ware. From our experience, managing the dependencies between architectural models
is a challenging, yet crucial task for maintaining consistency of an architectural descrip-
tion. In this paper, we focus on the composition of architectural models and managing
dependencies between models in such a composition. We formally define four basic
relations between models and a composition operator that enables integration of sev-
eral C&C models based on these relations. We elaborate on several semantic preserving
properties of the composition operator, including traceability, consistency, and com-
pleteness. The relations and composition operator have been integrated in the xADL
language and the AchStudio tool. We use excerpts of a distributed video-on-demand
system designed with the tool as an illustrative case.

1 Introduction

The architecture of a software system defines its essential structures, which comprise soft-
ware elements, the externally visible properties of those elements and the relationships be-
tween them [3]. A C&C view and deployment view are base views for any architectural
description. Both views typically exist of several models that highlight particular aspects of
the software. Since the models of in a view describe parts of the same system there are de-
pendencies among the models. From our experience with designing non-trivial architectures,
managing such dependencies remains a challenging, yet crucial task for maintaining con-
sistency of an architectural description. During architectural design of several realistic case
studies, including an industrial transportation system for logistic services [19][7] and a traffic
control system [14], we encountered the following problems:

– Models often overlap, e.g. the same element appears in several models possibly in differ-
ent roles; several elements overlap because a component in a model is refined in another
model; or a number of models overlap with another model that describes an overview.
Refraining from rigorously specifying such dependencies quickly leads to inconsisten-
cies of the architectural description.

– Architects compose models to obtain a unified perspective on (parts of) the architecture,
to understand the interactions between elements from different models, and to perform
various types of analysis. However, stakeholders demand guarantees that a composed
model is a correct representation of the models being composed. The lack of precisely
defined dependencies among models makes it hard to compose models correctly and
provide such guarantees.
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– Tools support for describing dependencies between models is indispensably in prac-
tice. In particular, automating model composition would significantly increase the design
comfort, allowing the architect to quickly obtain a unified perspective on the architecture
and reveal conflicts between models. However, ambiguous descriptions of dependencies
between models hampers the development of tool support.

In this paper, we put forward a formally founded approach to manage and exploit de-
pendencies between C&C and deployment models. The formal specification paves the way
to rigorous specification of dependencies between models and automation of model com-
position. Our particular focus is on the composition of C&C and deployment models and
crucial properties of this composition. The approach is based on two key concepts: rela-
tion and composition operator. A relation defines a particular type of overlap between C&C
models. We formally specify three common relations: unification, submodel, subelement and
allocation. A composition operator defines the integration of several models based on the re-
lations between these models, yielding a composed model. We define well-formedness rules
for C&C models and relations, and we formally capture properties of model composition,
namely traceability and semantic preservation. We use a formal language based on set theory
that provides an accessible notation and compact specification of the core concepts. A com-
plete formal description of the relations and the composition operator in Haskell, including
proofs of the properties of model composition is available in [4].

In summary, the key contributions of this paper are: (1) a formal definition of three com-
mon relations and a composition operator for C&C models (section 2); (2) a formal specifica-
tion of well-formedness rules (section 2) and a semantic specification of model composition
(section 3). Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, section 6 discusses experiences and
conclusions.

2 A formal model for relations and composition

Before going into the formal details, we introduce the main concepts used in this paper.
Fig. 1 shows the concepts in the context of the conceptual model of ISO 42010. 1 The subset
of concepts of ISO 42010 is shown in gray.

An architectural description (AD) is a collection of products to document a specific ar-
chitecture. An AD is organized into one or more architectural views, where a view is a rep-
resentation of a whole system from the perspective of a related set of concerns. A view is
composed of one or more architectural models. A model contains a concrete description of
architectural elements. This paper provides an in depth study of C&C views and deployment
views. A C&C view is a base view to describe software systems and is an aggregation of one
or more C&C models and relations. A C&C model contains concrete architectural elements
like components, connectors and interfaces. A deployment view exists of infrastructure and
deployment models. The infrastructure model describe the nodes, and connections between
the nodes, on which the components can be deployed. A deployment model shows a con-
crete deployment of components. A relation describes a relation between two C&C models.
Unification, submodel, subelement and allocation are specialization’s of this relation. A com-
position integrates several C&C models using the relations among these models, defining an
integrated model.

1 ISO 42010 is based on ANSI/IEEE-Std-1471 and is currently undergoing standardization as the
standard for “Systems and Software Engineering - Architectural Description”.
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Fig. 1. Overview of concepts used in this paper.

The formalization is build up in steps: architectural models in 2.1, relations in 2.2 and
composition in 2.3. In each step we briefly introduce the specific concepts, we explain the
objective of the formalization, we formalize the concepts, and we define well-formedness
rules.

2.1 Architectural models

In this section we define C&C, infrastructure and deployment models, their formalization
model and well-formedness rules.
C&C model A C&C model consists of elements that have a runtime presence like compo-
nents, connectors and interfaces, and links that describe the pathways of interactions. Com-
ponents are the loci of computation in the architecture. A component is defined by a set of
interfaces and an optional substructure. Connectors are the loci of communication in the ar-
chitecture, specified in the same way as components. Connectors can only be used between
components, but it is not mandatory to always define a connector between components. In-
terfaces are components’ and connectors’ portals to other components or connectors. The
direction on an interfaces indicated the information flow, and can be in, out or inout. A link
defines the topology of the architecture by connecting interfaces. A substructure defines the
internal structures of either a component or a connector. A substructure consists of compo-
nents, connectors and links. In the case of a substructure, interface mappings are used to map
an outer interfaces (on the enclosing element) onto inner interfaces (on the internal element).
Names of elements are fully qualified. For example, an interface stream in component
User that is situated in model VOD has as name VOD.User.stream. When no confusion
is possible, only the last part of the name is used to refer to the element, i.e. stream.

We use the architecture of a simplified Video on Demand (VOD) system as a running
example. A VOD system allow users to search and watch videos at their demand. The extract
used in this paper includes pay-per-view support, where a user pays for the videos she/he
wants to see. The left hand side of Fig. 2 shows the VOD C&C model, defining the basic
service to search and watch videos. The User component is responsible for interaction with
the user. Streamer pushes streams to users based on commands it receives from Query.
Query handles searches and requests from User, andDB manages the database of videos.
Finally, the connector SC links User with Streamer, and VQC links User with Query.
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strV OD = !V ideoOnDemand, comps, cons, links"
comps = {compUser, compStreamer, compQuery,
compDB} compUser = !User, {istream, ivod}, sub"
istream = !stream, in"
ivod = !vod, inout"
compStreamer = !Streamer, {ipush, icontrol, idb}, notspecified"
ipush = !push, out"
...
cons = {conSC , conV QC}
conSC = !SC, {itoUser, itoStreamer}
itoUser = !toUser, out"
itoStreamer = !toStreamer, in"
...
links = {l1, l2, ...}
l1 = !istream, itoUser"
l2 = !itoStreamer, ipush"

Fig. 2. Example C&C model. Left: visual notation. Right: extract of formal notation

Infrastructure model The infrastructure model is used to document the infrastructure avail-
able to the software system, before deciding on deployment (which happens in the deploy-
ment model). The model defines nodes and how they are connected to each other through
communication channels. Nodes represent a computer system on which components can be
deployed in the deployment model, and can be annotated with several properties to describe
its characteristics. Example nodes for the TMS are embedded computer systems to control
monitoring or signalization devices, application servers and databases servers. A communica-
tion channel represent the connections between the nodes. A communication channel exists
of one or several communication Links that connect to the nodes itself. Example communi-
cation channels are a local area network (LAN), a wireless local area network (WLAN), a
connection over the cell-phone network, etc.

Deployment model An deployment model is an extension of an infrastructural model to
allow the allocation of components and connectors to nodes. A deployment model can be
considered as a combined model2, it combines both elements of the infrastructure and C&C
models.

Formalization Objective: providing a rigorous description of C&C models (1) to avoid am-
biguity and inconsistency in descriptions of models; (2) to support the definition of relations
and composition.

The following sets define C&C models3:

2 [9] states that a combined view is a view with a combination of styles. In the terminology of this
paper this comes down to combining the types of several models.

3 In this paper, we do not explicitly consider the difference between an element and a reference to an
element. The extended version of the formalism [4] explicitly considers references.
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ID Set of names
DIR = {in, out, inout} Set directions

INT ! ID "DIR Set of interface
CC ! ID " P INT " SUB Set of C&C

COMP ! CC Set of components
CON ! CC Set of connectors

LINK ! INT " INT Set of Links
IM ! INT " INT Set of interfacemapping

SUB ! P COMP " P CON " P LINK " P IM Set of substructures
none = #$, $, $, $% & SUB No substructure

CCMODEL ! ID " P COMP " P CON " P LINK Set C&C models

Since several well-formedness rules apply (see below), we use the subset construct to define
several of the sets. We refer to an instance of an architectural element using its type name
with its name as subscript, e.g. a component A is noted as compA. Furthermore, we use an
abbreviate notation to refer to the internals of an element. For example, to refer to the inter-
faces of a component compA we use the notation compA.ints. The following conventions
on type names and internal parts are used:

iname = #dir% Interface
ccname = #ints, sub% CC

compname, conname = #ints, sub% Component, connector
li = #int1, int2% Link

sub = #comps, cons, links, ims% Substructure
imi = #inner, outer% Interfacemapping

ccmodelname = #comps, cons, links% Structural model

As an example, the left hand side of Fig. 2 shows an extract of the formalization of the C&C
model shown on the right hand side. The formalization specifies the VOD model, the User
and Streamer component with interfaces, the SC connector with interfaces, and two links that
connect the two components through the connector.

The formalization of infrastructure and deployment models is similar:

NODE ! ID Set of nodes
COMPATH ! ID " P NODE Set of communication paths

INFRA ! ID " P NODE " P COMPATH Set of infrastructure models
DNODE ! NODE " P COMP " P CON " P LINK Deployment node

DCOMPATH ! ID " P NODE " P LINK Deployment compath
DEPLOY ! ID " P DNODE " P DCOMPATH Set of deployment models

This also involves naming conventions:

nodename Node
compathname = #nodes% Communication path

infraname = #nodes, paths% Infrastructure model
dnodename = #comps, cons, links% Node

dcompathname = #nodes, links% Communication path
deploymentname = #nodes, paths% Infrastructure model

We define several functions. For the sake of simplicity, we define a function with the same
name for several types (separated by a comma). This can be be translated to several functions
for each of the types. [4] provides the full specification of these functions.

ccs : CCMODEL, SUB ' P CC: returns all components and connectors in the given C&C
model or substructure; we use the abbreviate notation ccmodel.ccs and sub.ccs.

allCC : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY ' P CC: returns recursively
all components and connectors in the given element (i.e. all elements in substructures are
included).

ints : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY ' P INT : returns all interfaces
that are in the given element (non recursively, so interfaces in substructures are not in-
cluded).
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allInts : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY ! P INT : returns recursively
all interfaces in the given element.

connected : INT " INT ! Bool: checks if two given interfaces are connected either by a link
or by a link and several interface mappings.

Well-formedness rules The following rules exclude invalid and redundant tuples from the
definition of C&C models:

#iname1, iname2 $ INT : name1 = name2 % i1 = i2

#cname1, cname2 $ CC : name1 = name2 % c1 = c2

. . .

(1)

#im $ IM : im.outer &= im.inner ' im.outer.dir = im.inner.dir

#l $ LINK : (l.int1.dir = inout ' l.int2.dir = inout)(
(l.int1.dir = in ' l.int2.dir = out) ( (l.int1.dir = out ' l.int2.dir = in)

(2)

#ccm $ CCMODEL : #l $ ccm.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ) (ints ccm.comp * ints ccm.con)

#sub $ SUB, #l $ sub.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ) (ints sub.comp * ints sub.con)

(3)

#sub $ SUB, #cc $ CC : cc.sub = sub %
(#im $ sub.im : im.inner $ (allInts sub.comp * allInts sub.con) '

im.outer $ cc.ints)

(4)

#ccm $ CCMODEL, #con $ ccm.con, +l $ struct.links :

(l.int1 $ con.ints % +comp $ ccm.comp : l.int2 $ comp.ints) '
(l.int2 $ con.ints % +comp $ ccm.comp : l.int1 $ comp.ints)

(5)

Rule 1 ensures that each element with a specific name is unique. The rule is only shown for
interfaces and components. For connectors and C&C models, the definition is very similar.
Rule 2 ensures that the directions of interfaces in interface mappings and links are compatible.
Rule 3 and rule 4 make sure that links and interface mappings refer to interfaces of the correct
C&C model or substructure. This rule excludes links between interfaces in different models
and links between an interface in a substructure and an interface that is not in this substructure.
Rule 5 makes sure that connectors can only be used between components. We only show the
rule for C&C models, the definition for substructures is very similar.

The same uniqueness requirement as defined in rule 1 applies on all elements in the in-
frastructure and deployment models having a name.

#compath $ COMPATH : compath.nodes &= ,
#dcompath $ COMPATH : dcompath.nodes &= ,

(6)

#infra $ INFRA, #compath $ infra.paths :

compath.nodes ) infra.nodes

#deploy $ INFRA, #dcompath $ deploy.paths :

dcompath.nodes ) deploy.nodes

(7)

#dnode $ DNODE : #l $ dnode.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ) (ints dnode.comp * ints dnode.con)
(8)

#deploy $ DEPLOY, #dcompath $ DCOMPATH, #l $ dcompath.links,

+dnode1, dnode2 $ deploy.nodes, +c1 $ dnode1.ccs, c2 $ dnode2.ccs :

dnode1, dnode2 ) dcompath.nodes ' l.int1 $ c1.ints ' l.int2 $ c2.ints

(9)
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Rule 6 states that each communication path should connect nodes. Rule 7 states that the nodes
in a communication path must be in the nodes of the respective infrastructure or deployment
model. Rule 8 states that the links in a dnode must be to components who are also in this
node. Rule 9 states the the links in a dcompath must be between components of the nodes
connected by this path.

2.2 Relations

Relations document dependencies between different structural models. Explicitly specified
relations allow an architect to see the implications of changing one model on another model.
Relations form the basis for model composition what is subject of the next section. From our
experience in several case studies, we deduced the following relations:

– Unification: expresses that two elements (either components or connectors) that appear
in the two different C&C models are the same element. A unification is always compan-
ioned with interface unifications that express which interfaces are the same.

– Submodel: expresses that a C&C model describes the internal structure of an archi-
tectural element of another C&C model. Interface mappings are used to map internal
elements on the enclosing element.

– Subelements: expresses that individual elements or groups of elements from one C&C
model are part of the substructure of an element of another C&C model. Similar to sub-
model, the subelements relation uses interfaces mappings.

– Allocation: expresses that a set of component and connector is allocated onto a specific
node from an infrastructure model.

Figure 3 illustrates the relations. The left hand side shows the C&C model Accounting.
This model shows a connector that internally uses Facade to enforce that users pay to view
a video. The right hand side shows the VOD model (as in Fig. 2). We visually illustrate the
relations between elements with lines going from the one structure to the other structure. In
the example, the bold dotted lines represent unifications, the light dotted lines unifications
of interfaces. unifUser expresses that Accounting.User and VOD.User are the same
component. Even more, one of the interfaces of User is the same as expressed by iuquery .
unifV QC expresses that Accounting.AccountingCon and VOD.VQC are the same
connector, with two interface unifications iuqueryUser and iuqueryServer.

Formalization.
Objective: providing a rigorous description of the three relations (1) to avoid ambiguity and
inconsistency in documenting dependencies between C&C models; and (2) to support the
definition of composition.

The following sets define the relations:

IU ! INT " INT Set of interface unifications
UNIF ! ID " CC " CC " ID " P IU Set of unification relations

SUBMODEL ! ID " CC " CCMODEL" P IM Set of submodel relations
ALLOC ! ID "NODE " P CC Set of allocations

REL = UNIF # SUBMODEL # SUBELEM # ALLOC The set of relations
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unifuser = !compV ideoOnDemand.User, compAccounting.User, User, ius1"
ius1 = {!iV ideoOnDemand.User.query, iAccounting.User.query"}

unifvqc = !conAccounting, conV QC , V QC, ius2"
ius2 = {!iAccounting.service, iV QC.query", !iAccounting.server, iAccounting.queryServer"}

Fig. 3. Example of unification relation. Top: two models with their relation. Bottom: corresponding
formal specification of the relations.

iu = !ui1, ui2, newName" Interface unification
unifname = !elem1, elem2, newName, ius" Unification

subelemname = !target, subelems, ims" Subelem
submodelname = !target, submodel, ims" Submodel

allocname = !node, ccs" Allocation
Fig. 3 contains a formal description of the relations in our running example.

Well-formedness rules. The same uniqueness requirement as defined in rule 1 applies for
the relations. Furthermore, the function allCC is also defined for relations.

#unif $ UNIF, %s1, s2 $ CCMODEL :

(unif.elem1 $ s1.comps & unif.elem2 $ s2.comps) '
(unif.elem1 $ s1.cons & unif.elem2 $ s2.cons)

(10)

#unif $ UNIF, #s1, s2 $ CCMODEL :

unif.elem1 $ s1.ccs & unif.elem2 $ s2.ccs ( s1 )= s2
(11)

#unif $ UNIF, #iu $ unif.ius :

(iu.ui1 $ unif.elem1.ints & iu.ui2 $ unif.elem2.ints)
(12)

#sub $ SUBELEM, #cc $ sub.subelems, %s1, s2 $ CCMODEL :

sub.target $ s1.ccs & cc $ s2.ccs & s1 )= s2
(13)

#submodel $ SUBMODEL :

submodel.target /$ (allCC submodel.submodel)
(14)

#submodel $ SUBMODEL, #im $ submodel.ims,

%cc $ submodel.submodel.ccs :

im.outer $ submodel.target.ints & im.inner $ cc.ints

(15)

Rule 10 ensures that unifications between a component and a connector are not possible.
Rule 11 ensures that two unified elements are always from a two different C&C models.
Rule 12 ensures that all interface unifications are between the interfaces of the unified ele-
ments. Rule 13 ensures the target element and the subelements in a subelements relation are
from different models. Rule 14 ensures that the target element is not an element of the sub-
model. Rule 15 ensures that interface mappings in relations are indeed between the related
elements. There are no specific well-formedness rules for the internals of allocation links.
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2.3 Composition

Composition defines the integration of several models based on the relations defined between
these models. We distinguish between the composition specification and the composition op-
erator. The composition specification selects models and relations. The composition operator
takes a specification and defines an integrated model and a set of traces. The set of traces re-
late all elements in the output model of a composition operator with the elements in the input
models selected by the composition specification.

Formalization.
Objective: providing a rigorous description of model composition and semantic preserving
properties of the composition (1) to provide guarantees to the stakeholders that a composed
model is a correct representation of the input models, (2) to support various types of analysis,
and (3) to pave the way to automate model composition.

We start with a formal model of the composition specification:

COMPSPEC ! ID " P MODEL" P REL" ID Set of composition specs
specname = #inModel, inRels, modelName$ Naming conventions

We use the terms ‘input models’ (inModel) and ‘input relations’ (inRels) to refer to the
models and relations selected in the composition specification. Fig. 4 shows an example of a
composition specification based on the models and unification relations defined in Fig. 3.

Several well-formedness rules apply:
%spec & COMPSPEC, %rel1, rel2 & spec.inRels :

rel1, rel2 & SUBMODEL ' UNIFICATION(
rel1 )= rel2 * (allCC rel1 + allCC rel2 = ,)

(16)

%spec & COMPSPEC, %rel1, rel2 & spec.inRels :

rel1, rel2 & ALLOC(
rel1 )= rel2 * (allCC rel1 + allCC rel2 = ,)

(17)

%spec & COMPSPEC, %rel & spec.inputRels :

allCC rel - allCC spec.inputModels (
allInts rel - allInts spec.inputModels

(18)

Rule 16 ensures there is no overlap between two relations between C&C models. Currently,
we require that there is no overlap between the relations. This could be relaxed in the future,
but we need to do further investigate the interplay between the relations. Rule 17 ensures
there is no overlap between allocation relations. Rule 18 ensures that all relations are within
the scope of the input models.

Next, we define a composition operator. The composition operator takes a composition
specification and defines an integrated model and a set of traces. This leads to a function with
the following signature:

compositionFunction : COMPSPEC . MODEL" P TRACE

We use the term ‘output model’ (outStr) to refer to the model defined by the composi-
tion; traces denotes the resulting set of traces. Note that the composition function already
implies that the output model is well-formed since it is an element of STRUCT for which
the well-formedness rules apply. Each trace contains two elements, an element in the output
model and an element in the input model. Traces allow us to keep an overview of the inter-
connections between the input models and the output model. Traces are defined as follows:
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specAccountedV OD = !AccountedV OD, {strV OD, strAccounting}, {unifuser, unifvqc}"

Fig. 4. Example of composition. Left: the two input models, related by two unifications. Right: the
output model. Gray lines from left to right show example traces for the unified elements.

TRACES = (MODEL # MODEL) $ (CC # CC) $ (INT # INT )

trace = !out, in"

The operational description of the composition operator is too complex to show in this paper;
[4] provides all the details. Here, we briefly explain the three main steps of model composition
and illustrate the result using the running example. In section 3, we define the semantics of
the composition operator by formally capturing information preserving properties.

The left hand side of Fig. 4 shows the two input models (Accounting and VOD), the
right hand side shows the resulting output model (AccountedVOD). The thin gray lines
from left to right represent the traces for components and connectors (to simplify the figure,
we left out the traces for interfaces). The main steps of model composition are:

1. Apply the relations one by one. The order is not relevant since relations are indepen-
dent (implied by rule 16 and rule 17). Applying means: (i) use the information in the
relation to define an integrated architectural element and add this element in the out-
put model, and (ii) add traces between the respective elements in the input models and
the output model. For example, applying the relation unifUser yields: (i) the User
component with two interfaces in the output model, and (ii) two traces for the User
component from the output model to two User components in the input models, and
a set of traces for the interfaces. Similarly, relation unifV QC adds the VQC connector
and its interfaces, and a set of traces for all elements. Notice that the internal structure of
Accounting.AccountingCon is preserved by the unification.

2. For each component and connector that can not be found in the traces: copy the element
from the input models to the output model, and add the respective traces for the ele-
ment. For our running example, this step adds the elements Accounting, Streamer,
Query, DB, SC to the output model, and traces for all the elements and their internals.

3. Link the components and connectors in the output model. Each link in the input models
is translated to a link in the output model using the traces.
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3 Semantic-preserving properties of the composition operator

The formal specification of model composition allows us to formally capture semantic preser-
vation properties of the composition operator. Semantic-preserving properties provide guar-
antees to the stakeholders that the output model is a correct representation of the composed
models. We discuss four properties: traceability, consistency, model completeness, and rela-
tional completeness. For each property we give a brief introduction, we explain the objective
of the formalization, and we formally define the property. Proofs of the properties can be
found in [4].

3.1 Traceability

Traceability has widely been recognized as an important aspect of software development.
IEEE [15] defines traceability as “the degree to which a relationship can be established
between two or more products of the development process, especially products having a
predecessor-successor or master-subordinate relationship; for example, the degree to which
the requirements and design of a given software component match.” The composition oper-
ator presented in this paper supports traceability between the input models and the output
model of a composition.

Formalization.
Objective: ensuring that all elements from the output model are traceable to elements from the
input models (1) to enable architects to trace back the origin of each element of a composed
model; (2) to provide the basis for describing and proving the other semantic preserving
properties, and (3) to pave the way for automatic analysis, such as consistency checking and
impact analysis.

The formal definition of traceability is captured as follows:

!modeli " inModels : #outModel, modeli$ " traces (19)

!cout " allCC outModel, %model " inModels, %cin " allCC model :

#cout, cin$ " traces
(20)

!nodeout " outModel.nodes, %model " inModels, %nodein " model.nodes :

#nodeout, nodein$ " traces
(21)

!compathout " outModel.path, %model " inModels, %compathin " model.path :

#compathout, compathin$ " traces
(22)

!cout " (allCC outModel), !iout " cout.ints, %model " inModels,

%cin " (allCC model), %iin " cin.ints :

#cout, cin$ " traces & #iout, iin$ " traces

(23)

!iout1, iout2 " (allInts outModel), !model " inModels,

%iin1, iin2 " (allInts model) : (#iout1, iin1$ " traces &
#iout2, iin2$ " traces & connected iout1 iout2) ' connected iin1 iin2

(24)

Equation 19 states that there is a trace between the output model and each input model of a
model composition. Equation 20 states that for each component and connector in the output
model, there exists a corresponding component or connector in the input models, identifi-
able through traces. Equation 21 and equation 22 state the same for nodes and compaths
respectively. Equation 23 states that for each interface of each component and connector in
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the output model, there exists an interface of the corresponding component or connector in
the input models, identifiable through traces. One could interpret traces as a ‘binary surjec-
tive relation’ between the set of all elements with a name in the output model, and the set
of all elements with a name in the input models. Equation 24 states that each connection
in the output model can be traced back to a connection in the input model. Two interfaces
are connected if there is a link between the interfaces, or between interface mappings of the
interfaces (captured in the connected function defined in section ??). Note that links are not
directly traceable. Traces of links are implied by the connections.

3.2 Consistency

Consistency refers to the compatibility of the output model with the input models. In partic-
ular, the output model of a model composition should not contradict the input models. We
define two consistency properties: (1) two separate components of an input model cannot
become a single component in the output model, and (2) if an input model defines that an
element is part of a substructure, it must be part of the same substructure in the output model.

Formalization.
Objective: ensuring that the output model is consistent with the input models (1) to make the
guarantees of consistency of model composition explicit; (2) to enable automation of consis-
tency checks.

Model composition must preserve the distinction between elements defined in the input mod-
els. For example, if an input model contains components A and B, it is not allowed that the
output model contains a single component that represents both A and B. This would imply
that the composition does not respect the distinction between components A and B in the
input model. The same holds for interfaces. This is captured in the following two formal
statements:

!cout " allCC outModel, !model1, model2 " inModels,

#c1 " allCC model1, #c2 " allCC model2 :

($cout, c1% " traces & $cout, c2% " traces & c1 '= c2) ( model1 '= model2

(25)

!nodeout " outModel.nodes, !model1, model2 " inModels,

#node1 " model1.nodes, #node2 " model2.nodes :

($nodeout, node1% " traces & $nodeout, node2% " traces & node1 '= node2)

)
model1 '= model2

(26)

!compathout " outModel.path, !model1, model2 " inModels,

#compath1 " model1.path, #compath2 " model2.path :

($compathout, compath1% " traces &
$compathout, compath2% " traces & node1 '= node2)

)
model1 '= model2

(27)

!cout " allCC outModel, !iout " cout.ints, #model1, model2 " inModels,

#c1 " (allCC model1), #c2 " (allCC model2),

#i1 " c1.ints, #i2 " c2.ints : $cout, c1% " traces & $cout, c2% " traces &
$iout, i1% " traces & $iout, i2% " traces & i1 '= i2

)
model1 '= model2

(28)
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Equation 25 states that for each component and connector in an output model, if there are
two corresponding components or connectors in the input models, these components or con-
nectors must be from different input models. Equation 26 and equation 27 state the same for
nodes and compaths respectively. Equation 28 states that for each interface of a component or
connector in the output model, if there are two corresponding interfaces in the input models,
these interfaces must be from different input models.

Next to preservation of the differences between elements, substructures must be pre-
served. This is captured in the following equations:

!cin " inStrs.ccs, !cinsub " cin, !cout " outStr.ccs : #cout, cin$ " traces (29)

!cin " inStrs.ccs, !cinsub " cin, %cout " outStr.ccs,%coutsub " cout.sub.ccs :

#cout, cin$ " traces) & #cout, cin$ " traces
(30)

Equation 29 states that if an element is part of a substructure in the input models, there exists
no corresponding element that is not part of a substructure in the output model. Equation 30
states that if an element is part of a substructure of an input element cin, and there exists a
corresponding element part of a substructure of output element cout, there must be a trace
between cin and cout. This makes sure that the element is part of the same substructure in
the output model.

3.3 Model completeness

Model completeness refers to the inclusion of all information of the input models in the out-
put model of a model composition.

Formalization.
Objective: ensuring that the output model of a model composition covers all information cov-
ered in the input models (1) to make the guarantees of semantic preserving of input models
explicit; (2) to enable automation of completeness checks.

Model completeness requires that for each element in the input models there must be a corre-
sponding element in the output model, identifiable through traces. Together with the consis-
tency property (section 3.2) this implies that the output model covers all information of the
input models. Model completeness is captured in the following formal statements:

!modelin " inModels, !cin " allCC modelin,

%!cout " allCC outModel : #cout, cin$ " traces
(31)

!modelin " inModels, !nodein " modelin.nodes,

%!nodeout " outModel.node : #nodeout, nodein$ " traces
(32)

!modelin " inModels, !compathin " modelin.path,

%!compathout " outModel.path : #compathout, compathin$ " traces
(33)

!model " inModels, !cin " allCC model, !iin " ccInts cin,

%!cout " allCC outModel, %!iout " ccInts cout :

#cout, cin$ " traces ' #iout, iin$ " traces

(34)

!model " inModels, !cin " (allCC model), %!cout " (allCC outModel) :

#cout, cin$ " traces ' (cin.sub = notspecified (
(!cinsub " allCC cin, %!coutsub " allCC cout :

#coutsub, cinsub$ " traces))

(35)
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!model " inModels, !iin1, iin2 " (allInts model),

#!iout1, iout2 " (allInts outModel) :

$iout1, iin1% " traces & $iout2, iin2% " traces & connected iin1 iin2

'
connected iout1 iout2

(36)

Equation 31 states that for each component and connector in the input models, there exist a
unique counterpart in the output model, identifiable through traces. Equation 32 and equa-
tion 33 state the same for nodes and communication paths. Equation 34 states that for each
interface of each component and connector in the input models, there exists a corresponding
interface in the uniquely corresponding component or connector of the output model. Equa-
tion 35 states that for each component and connector in the input models, the corresponding
component or connectors in the output model has a corresponding substructure. Equation 36
states that for each connection between interfaces in the input models, there exists a connec-
tion between the corresponding interfaces in the output model. Notice that the completeness
property implies that the set of traces can be interpreted as a total surjective function between
all elements in the input models with a name and all elements in the output model with a
name.

3.4 Relational completeness

Relational completeness refers to the inclusion of all information of the relations between the
input models in the output model of a model composition.

Formalization.
Objective: ensuring that the output model of a model composition covers all information
covered in the relations between the input models (1) to make the guarantees of semantic pre-
serving of relations between input models explicit; (2) to enable automation of completeness
checks.

The following equations formalize relational completeness. The equations have to be consid-
ered in the context of the already defined properties:

!unifi " inRel ( UNIF, #!ccout " (allCC outStr), #t1, t2 " traces :
“t1 = $ccout, unifi.elem1% & t2 = $ccout, unifi.elem2% &

(!t3 " trace : t3.out = ccout & t3 )= t1 & t3 )= t2)

”
&

0

@
!iuj " unifi.ius, #!iout " ccout.ints, #t1, t2 " traces :

t1 = $iout, iuj .ui1% & t2 = $iout, iuj .ui2%&
(!t3 " trace : t3.out = iout & t3 )= t1 & t3 )= t2)

1

A&

“!iin " (unifi.elem1.ints * unifi.elem2.ints)/allInts unifi.ius,

#ik " ccout.ints : $ik, iin% " traces

”

(37)

!submodeli " inRel ( SUBMODEL, #!ccout " (allCC outStr) :

$ccout, submodeli.target% " traces&
(!cc " submodeli.submodel.ccs, #!ccsubout " ccout.sub : $ccsubout, cc% " traces)

(38)

!subelemi " inRel ( SUBELEM, #!ccout " (allCC outStr) :

$ccout, subelemi.target% " traces&
(!cc " subelemi.subelems, #!ccsubout " ccout.sub : $ccsubout, cc% " traces)

(39)

!str " inStrs, !ccin " str.ccs/allCC inRel, #!ccout " strOut, #tc1 " traces :

tc1 = $ccout, ccin% & (!tc2 " traces : tc2.out = ccout & tc2 )= tc1) &
„
!iin " ccin.ints, #!iout " ccout.ints, ti1 " traces : ti1 = $iin, iout% &

(!ti2 " traces : ti2.out = iout & ti2 )= ti1)

« (40)
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Fig. 5. Snapshot of the tool when the composition of AccountedVOD is triggered (as specified in Fig. 4)

Equation 37 defines what information is preserved from a unification. The first part of the
equation (lines 2-3) captures the semantic preservation with respect to components and con-
nectors. The second part (lines 4-6) captures semantic preservation of unified interfaces. The
last part (lines 7-8) captures semantic preservation for non-unified interfaces. Equation 38
defines what information is preserved for a submodel relation; equation 39 defines semantic
preservation for a subelems relation. Finally, equation 40 states that all components and con-
nectors (and their interfaces) that are not part of a relation in the input moels must be uniquely
traceable to an element in one of the output model. This last equation partly overlaps with the
definition of completeness, but with the additional requirement that there is a unique trace.

4 xADLComposition: a tool for relations and composition in xADL

To make model composition practical, tools support is indispensably. Tool support allows
architects to quickly obtain a unified perspective on the architecture and reveal conflicts be-
tween models. An unambiguous description of relations and composition is a prerequisite
for developing proper tool support. The formalization presented in the previous sections pro-
vides such unambiguous description and served as a necessary basis for the development of
the tools. Moreover, the semantic preserving properties explicitly describe guarantees about
the composition operator.

We integrated the relations and the composition operator in ArchStudio [5], providing a
Java implementation of the relations and composition in the xADL language [10]. The ex-
tension manifests itself in two aspects: a language extension introducing relations and com-
position, and an extension of the tool to enable automatic composition. We also extended the
visual tool to show substructures. In the current version of the tool, composition is triggered
manually generating the resulting output model and the accompanying set of traces. Fig. 5
shows a snapshot of the tool.

The formal specification of relations and composition provided a sound basis to guide
the designers and developers building a consistent and conceptually sound tool. Especially
the introduction of traces proved to be a very useful. During composition, the set of traces
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always contains an up-to-date mapping between the output model and input models of all
elements that are already processed by the composition operator. This allows to go back and
forth between output and input and check whether elements are already processed during
composition.

Several extensions of the tool are planned as future work. (1) We plan to add a visual
and intuitive interface to specify relations. (2) Currently, the tool requires explicit triggering
to start a composition. We plan to enable automatical synchronization of a composed model
if one of the input models changes. (3) Finally, we plan to include support for automatic
consistency checks. In particular, we plan to develop tool support to automatically check
compatibility of relations between models. More information about the tool can be found
on [5]. The website includes several examples of composition, screenshots and demonstration
videos, and the source code of the tool.

5 Related work

In previous work we performed a broad study of relations between views and models and
proposed a conceptual framework to characterize the relations in terms of usage, scope and
mechanism [6]. Here we focus on a number of closely related approaches for composition.

Abi-Antoun et al. [1] describe an algorithm and tool for automatic differencing and merg-
ing models, focussing on reconciling different version of the same model. Contrary to our
approach relations are not manually specified, but merging is done based on names and struc-
tural similarities which are very common for different versions of the same model. Automatic
identification of relations based on names could be of interest for our approach too. Architec-
tural stratification [2] relates several architectural strata (C&C models in ISO 42010 terminol-
ogy). Each stratum represents the architectural structure on a certain level of abstraction, and
step-wise refinement is used to specify the strata. In each step, a refinement transformation is
applied that breaks up a connector in several elements introducing a particular concern. The
submodel and subelements relations in our approach are inspired by this work. The approach
presented in this paper is not limited to refinement and allows automated integration of mod-
els based on the relations between the models. Several authors focus on the integration of
several types of models. In [12, 11], Egyed et al. put forward a view integration framework
to enable automated design analysis of several heterogeneous view (models in ISO 42010
terminology). The main contribution is on transforming the information from heterogeneous
views to allow a comparison, for example to check consistency. Ehrig et al. [13] use views in
visual languages and graph morphisms to integrate different views, focussing on extending
graph morphisms to easily allow introducing new model types. The focus of the research in
this paper is not on heterogeneous model types, but on an in depth study of composition of
C&C models, including a formal proof of the properties of composition and tool support [4].

As a final remark, there is a relation between the work described in this paper and aspect
orientation and model transformation. For aspect orientation, composition (often referred to
as weaving) is used to integrate crosscutting concerns with the basis system. Some aspect
oriented techniques for architecture (e.g. [16]), detailed design (e.g. Theme/UML [8]), and
programming (e.g. HyperJ [18]) use similar ways of composing structures. For model trans-
formation, OMG recently defined a a standard called the Query/View/Transformation Spec-
ification (QVT) [17]. QVT advocates specifying relations explicitly and use the relations in
transformation definitions. Our approach can be considered as one concrete instantiation of
the QVT model, where a transformation corresponds to a composition of C&C models.
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6 Discussion and conclusion

Managing the dependencies between architectural models remains a challenging yet crucial
task for maintaining consistency of an architectural description. In this paper we have put
forward a formally founded approach to manage and exploit such dependencies. We formal-
ized C&C models, three common relations and a composition operator for C&C models.
We defined well-formedness rules for C&C models and relations, and we formally captured
semantic preserving properties of model composition, namely traceability, consistency and
completeness. As a proof of concept, we have built a demonstration tool in ArchStudio that
supports the relations and automated composition in the xADL language.

This paper achieves the following : (1) the formal description of C&C models avoids am-
biguity and inconsistency of descriptions of C&C models; (2) the formal description of the
three relations avoids ambiguity and inconsistency in documenting dependencies between
C&C models; and (3) the formal description of model composition and semantic preserv-
ing properties of the composition make explicit the guarantees of the composition operator.
Together, the formal description of (1-3) paved the way to automate composition in a tool.

The work in this paper fits in a larger project to support relations and composition of
multiple views. In this paper, we have focussed on an in depth study of C&C and deployment
views. From our experience, formalization and providing tool support for relations and com-
position, and in particular providing guarantees about model composition, is non-trivial. But,
obviously relations also exist between different views and different types of models. Cur-
rently, we are broadening our research to different types of models. We already performed
first steps towards supporting a deployment relation between a component & connector model
and a runtime infrastructure model to generate a deployment view. Initial experiments are
promising. Support for relations with statecharts is currently also under development.
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